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Learner Differences

For teachers

For students

a

a

a

!t



Bloom's Wheel

;S*'

a) You want your students to prepare a short talk comparing and contrasting two sporrs,

football and ice hockey. For preparation, you give them a table containing information

about both sports, and ask questions to help them understand the information.

For example:

How many players does each team have? Are the sports played inside or outside? What

equipment do the players need?



CLIL - tools and applications for teachers working with CLIL

Making texts accessible

How the Teacher can help learners understand texts in L2

Highlight the important content words in which you would like your students to know.

Underline "difficult" vocabulary and grammatical constructions; decide how you can replace these

with simpler words and grammar.

Look at the length of the sentences. Can you replace one long sentence with two or three shorter

ones?

ls it possible to split the text into shorter sections? Choose a short side heading for each section.

Put the text into bullet points.

Would an illustration, diagram or map help your students understand the text better? (Use stick

figures or an outline sketch if you can't find something, suitable ready-made)

Chose a suitable graphic organiser to assist the students in eKracting information from the text.

Some graphic organiser

Name Typeof task and examples
rof language used :"'.' "'l

Visuatorganiser

tree diagram to classify words and show

their relationships; often

with examples

Language

under, below, above, at the

top, on the same level, an

example is

,W

@
ffi

Venn diagram 1 to show similarities and

differences - similarities are

in the intersection between

the circles; differences are

in the parts of the circles

which do not intersect

Language

such as, the same, different

(0) water

animals

Venn diagram 2 to show part of a larger

group

Language

subject vocabulary

-il-: ii 
"ir, 

J triangles

all Z-D

shapes



bar chart to show frequencY or

quantity using rectangles

which are the same width,

but different heights

600

400

200

0

binary key to divide information into

two parts using a series of

questions, each of which

has only two possible

ANSWETS

Language

closed questions

Yes No

Itll
Can it fly? Can it swim?

Carroll diagram to sort yes/no information

according to two sets of

opposite criteria

Language

for example, such as

Subiect vocabulary

natural

livi non-

tree stone

manufactured computer

cycle to show a series of events

which happen again and

again in the same order

tinguage

then, next, after that, later

mind map to show facts and their

relationships about sPecific

people, places, objects or

events - the information

does not need to be in anY

particular order

Language

and, also, in addition, as

well as, too

****.8' ( eig Aen.-Tx\--
Tower of 

)
London /

Capital City

flow diagram or

flow chart

to show the order of a

process or the order of how

decisions are made

Language

then, next, after that, later,

eventually, finallY

Enter X

--a-
Square the number

vc.

Answer is Y



grid (squares set

out in rows and

columns)

to show locations of places,

e.g. on maps

line graph to show a trend or data

usingxandyaxes

pie chart to show different amounts

or frequencies as parts of a

circle

process/ cause-

effect diagram

to show a cause-effect

network which leads to a

specific outcome or to show

a sequence of steps leading

to a product

Language

as a result, because of,

therefore so

exercise | | rest

fitness

healthy

body
Effect

quadrants to show.connectionsi ,

between concepts, e.g. a

soUnd can be high and soft,

high,and loud, lowand soft,

low and loud; sounds can

also vary within these

ouadrants

Language

and, but not, quite, not very

sounds r,, .

:' . ':':
t -, 't,

,r ' soft

.r,



I want uvtg CLIL classroowr to

be a vib'ra,nt, interactive and

trr.otivating place.

I want to'evuure that learne*

achieve'at least the equ{valent

acadevnic standards in CLIL as

theg would in their first

w^guage.

What do I want? What are mY goals?

I want to involve learners (and

their parents or carers),

c oll eaguu and ad rni nistrators

in thfs innovation sa that it

will buovne part of the

regular curciculuvn.

I wawt learners to learw

confidentlg in the target

language - this rneans theg

wiil be wil{ing to talk.

I want the thewre of the Cttt

unit to challenge learners and

hep thevn acquire new

knowledge, skills and.

understand.ing.

I want to access a range of ,.

CL!L.rnaterials, inefudilnq ' '','

o*An*i, t, at eii ai"'at th,e' 
l "

ary pr op ri ate I rri' ulL:,:i"', 
1.,,',,'',

I want iearners to benefit

f,rovn CLIL b.a d"evelopi^a wider
-4rv

i nt er c ult ur al und er st avtd' i ng

through using language to

lror^".



Graphic Organisers

Visual ways of showing information are not an t )"1l't q-/ gt ; 43 in

Education - they have often been used before. A:t+ l-6t-

ancj charts can dispiay numerical data such 
^r 

2't*t,->tLerfQ
information, and tf:o--/tA{s- can show ttre I 9.f.49499ot

historical events, putting them in order for students to see easily.

ln language teaching, the mind map is popula r rcr L(*i-42teC4 Lz:L---tr-
words about a particular topic. These /l-r:-(S- naue been used for a long

time. 
,

To some extent, all learners are !f-S-a\%rurners. In the CLIL approach,

the focus is on f t,2a g2! (trow things are done) rather than product (the

r L 7 ....
end result), and the development ot 0 tj-e| !-2 4'I i Ptl g-surtts_T
(planning, time management, and putting things in the right place) and
t/'

t-Lta4jy.Lskills(cognition),isimportant.----[

For this reaion, visual tools such as { tQ/ rtt lorganisers are being

,t 

-

used more and more.

/
t/ graphic (adj) / visual (adj) lztime-lines (n pl)

/ innovation (n) r./ organisational (adi) / brainstorming (n)

'/ graphs (n pl) V thinking (n) f/statistical (adj)

/ process (n) ;/ sequence (n) ;,, tools (n pl)


